Abstract-Electroluminescence (EL) imaging is affected by off-axis illumination together with sensor and lens imperfections. The images' spatial intensity distribution is mainly determined by the vignetting effect. For quantitative EL imaging, its correction is essential. If neglected, intensities can vary significantly (>50%) across the image. This paper introduces and tests four vignetting measurement methods. The quantitative comparison of different methods shows that vignetting should be characterized preferably in plane by the source of the same type as the photovoltaic (PV) device to be tested. A direct PV-based measurement in short distance with spatial inhomogeneity correction is proposed for general-purpose vignetting characterization. For precise vignetting characterization, vignetting-object separation using pattern recognition is proposed. The use of non-PV light sources for vignetting characterization can cause vignetting overcorrection and can even decrease the quality of the vignetting-corrected images.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
PATIALLY resolved electroluminescence (EL) imaging of photovoltaic (PV) devices is a fast and easily applied measurement method, which was first proposed in [1] . However, in addition to the actual EL emission from the device under test (DUT), multiple effects related to the measurement system are superimposed in the final image, as introduced in [2] . Specifically, the information in an EL image is affected by off-axis illumination and lens and sensor imperfections, which decrease the image quality.
For the EL image to represent the EL emission, these inaccuracies must be removed from the image. They can be categorized into optical aberrations and other inaccuracies such as vignetting and flare.
Optical aberrations cause light to reach the sensor at slightly shifted locations, resulting in a less sharp and more distorted im- age. Vignetting is caused by spatially inhomogeneous shading of the sensor by the lens, lens assembly, iris, and other optical elements. As a result, light only partially reaches the sensor. This causes an erroneous image intensity distribution [3] , [4] , which is most often visible as a bright image center with darker corners and edges. Since the use of EL imaging is evolving to emphasize quantitative analysis, such inaccuracies must be corrected. This paper evaluates known and newly proposed methods for measuring and correcting illuminance inhomogeneities. These inhomogeneities can be removed by dividing every (dark current corrected) EL image taken by the vignetting image (see Fig. 1 , I Vig ), which describes the spatial nonuniformity of light detection.
The effect of vignetting is demonstrated in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 (a) shows raw EL images of the same PV device taken under the same conditions, but at different positions within the image plane.
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position of all images was unified [9] . The image with the most central position of the DUT was chosen as a reference image. The absolute deviation between the reference and other EL images is shown in Fig. 2(b) . It reveals significant variations (>30%). The same deviation after vignetting correction is shown in Fig. 2(c) . Here, deviations are almost negligible. Noting that Fig. 2(b) and (c) has the same color scale, it shows that vignetting correction is essential for reducing measurement uncertainty of quantitative EL imaging.
A. Literature Review
For astronomy-based applications, Howell uses the inside of a telescope dome or a dawn or dusk sky as homogeneous sources for obtaining I Vig [10] . Kang and Weiss extract I Vig through imaging a sheet of white paper in the focal plane. There, I Vig is calculated as a function of off-axis illumination (i.e., natural vignetting) [11] . This function is referred to as KW in Section III.
Unlike many other imaging methods, the EL method images the light source itself and not its reflection. However, homogeneous light sources that occupy the image plane and emit similar spectra to PV DUTs are rarely available. In EL imaging literature, this homogeneity issue is bypassed as follows.
Vignetting measurement with a red liquid crystal display (LCD) at a short distance and thereby out of focus of the camera is used in [6] and [12] . It is reported that the emitted light at 612 nm may be used as an approximation for measuring cadmium telluride solar cells with a recombination peak at around 850 nm [13] . This method is used as reference (REF) in Section IV.
A similar measurement with a "homogeneous" light source (such as a rear contact solar cell) and with a defocused lens is proposed by Köntges et al. [5] . This method is excluded from the comparison because both examined camera lenses in this work were not able to blur inhomogeneities of the in-plane imaged Si modules sufficiently. Additionally, the different focus modified the optical vignetting. As a consequence, the quality of images corrected with this method was worse than the other methods presented in this work. The same publication also proposed an "angle-of-view" (AoV) fit function. This function calculates the intensity decrease from a Lambertian surface for variable aperture angles. Among others, this method is used to fit measured image intensities in Section III.
B. Paper Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present four novel I Vig measurement methods. To improve the measurement results, different postprocessing methods are presented in Section III. The quality of vignetting removal of these measurement-postprocessing combinations is measured and evaluated in Section IV. This work is concluded in Section V. The code for all presented measurement and postprocessing methods is made public in the Python library imgProcessor, 1 which is embedded in dataArtist, 2 a graphical environment for scientific image processing.
II. VIGNETTING MEASUREMENT
This paper determines and contrasts vignetting on twomodule-scale EL imaging systems 1) the setup at the Laboratory of Photovoltaics and Optoelectronics (LPVO) within the University of Ljubljana; 2) the setup at the Centre for Renewable Energy Systems Technology (CREST) within the Loughborough University. The following methods either average or correct for source inhomogeneity. All images taken were first corrected for dark current by subtracting a background image (I DK ) taken at the same exposure time [5] - [7] , [12] , [14] .
The quality of vignetting characterization depends on whether the optical properties of the imaged source are representative of the DUT's luminescence. Therefore, it is advisable to perform vignetting measurements in the usual measurement plane, with the same camera parameters and the same wavelength range as the DUT. The vignetting calibration quality depends on the temporal stability of the system components and the measured light source. A vignetting calibration from an unsuitable light source can decrease the image quality (see Section IV-A). The camera is considered stable after it has reached a constant operating temperature. If a PV device is chosen as a source, it should be kept in forward-biased excitation until its temperature stabilizes. Especially in the case of metastable PV devices, the stability of emission must be ensured.
A. Direct Measurement at a Short Distance With Inhomogeneity Correction
Similar to the reference method REF, this method images the light source directly in front of the camera lens. This blurs out spatial inhomogeneities. However, even heavily defocused, strong inhomogeneities in a PV module [e.g., wave pattern from the cell layout; see Fig. 3(a) ] remain. Therefore, a more uniform source [e.g., a commercially available LCD; see Fig. 3 (b)] can be found desirable. To the naked eye, these sources may look uniform; however, an intensity difference of up to 10% was found for the same LCD source when imaged at slightly different Therefore, method A takes a minimum of 10 (k = 1-10) images of the source at different positions within the image plane and rotation angles relative to the optical axis. It is assumed that the spatial nonuniformity averages out if the camera sensor is homogenously illuminated in every image. However, the angular dependence of the source will still affect the result, since the source is imaged out of the image plane. The vignetting calibration image (I Vig,A ) is obtained from the mean along these images
The sum operator operates over all given images by the same pixel index and, therefore, returns an image. Finally, the image is normalized to obtain I Vig,A .
B. Discrete Spot Average
Method A measures vignetting directly in front of the camera. Hence, the direction of light rays differs from that in the standard measurement setup and can cause erroneous results. In order to measure vignetting in plane with the DUT, the calibration source is placed directly on a DUT mounted in the imaging plane. This aligns the optical axis between the camera and the source, as it will be for actual measurements. The source size should not exceed 10% of the image plane to allow multiple images of it to be taken at different positions [see Fig. 4(a) ]. Using the following algorithm, a set of points (P) used to fit a vignetting function (see Section III) is obtained.
For every taken image (I k ): 1) Select foreground by thresholding the image using Otsu's method [15] (T Otsu ) to obtain the mask (M k )
2) Filter small areas and select the largest masked/selected coherent pixel group (M k,max ). 3) Extract the center of gravity (x k , y k ) and average intensity (z k ) in the selected area
The averaged intensities of all pixel groups (z k ) are used to fit a vignetting equation [see Fig. 4(b) ]
This method combines the simplicity of method A with inplane imaging. In doing so, it trades uncertainty due to out-ofplane imaging for uncertainty of the light source temporal stability. Additionally, using only a small number of images/locations to fit the whole image adds to the correction uncertainty. For calibration sources other than DUT, errors due to wavelength and angular differences remain.
C. Vignetting-Object Separation From Discrete Steps
This method corrects for the DUT's inhomogeneity through measuring average intensities of the same device at different predefined positions.
This can be, for example, single cells of a c-Si-based module. Multiple EL images of the DUT at different discrete locations within the image plane are taken [see Fig. 5(a) ]. In the shown example, the image plane is divided into a 13 × 13 grid of 120-mm squares. The DUT is a 6 × 12 cell c-Si module. For each imaged position, the signal within each grid square is averaged [see 
2) Create next a vignetting map from the average ratio between the DUT stack and the average cell values
3) Check the iteration criterion using a given threshold value (T Otsu ): If (I Vig,i+1 − I Vig,i ) > T Otsu , then go to step 1, else normalize the results
This method measures vignetting in plane and allows the same DUT for calibration and measurement. However, its result is a low-resolution grid, which needs to be up-scaled to camera resolution. Missing or incorrect areas within I vig,C are corrected through postprocessing (see Section III). This method can be adjusted easily for different grid cell (and physical PV cell) sizes, but needs a precise placement of the DUT in order not to affect the measured averages.
D. Vignetting-Object Separation Using Pattern Recognition
This method builds on top of method C. Instead of averaging DUT intensities within a predetermined grid, the translation and rotation of the DUT is detected within each EL image (I k ) relative to a reference image using pattern recognition. This has two advantages.
1) The DUT position within the image can be chosen randomly, provided that a good overall coverage of the measurement plane is achieved.
2) The resulting vignetting image has the same resolution as the input images (e.g., 3000 × 4000 versus 13 × 13 via method C). I Vig,D is obtained as follows (see Fig. 6 ). 1) The DUT is imaged at different positions and (if needednot required) angles within the image plane. A reference image (I ref ) showing most of the DUT (preferably without rotation) is selected for later pattern recognition. The DUT is masked (green box) using (2). 2) An initial vignetting array is calculated from the moving maximum of each individual image. Reasonable improvements to the image quality are achieved for image areas that are covered by at least three DUT images. The resulting array is smoothed to reduce inhomogeneities. 3) a) Each image taken is transformed to the same perspective as the reference image. For this purpose, key points of both images are matched using ORB ("Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF" [16] ), implemented in the free computer vision library OpenCV [8] .
b) Overall vignetting is extracted from the individual vignetting image from each rectified DUT image via inverse perspective transformation.
4) Each rectified DUT image (a) is divided by each rectified
vignetting array (b), respectively. The result is averaged to obtain the first vignetting corrected DUT image (c). 5) Each image (a) is divided by (c) to recover each individual vignetting array. All arrays are perspective transformed into the original position using the same process as in step 3. Steps 4 and 5 are repeated until the difference between the last two vignetting arrays falls below a given iteration threshold. 6) To obtain I Vig,D , empty areas are synthesized and inhomogeneities smoothed out in postprocessing (see Section III).
III. POSTPROCESSING
All vignetting measurement methods result in either a vignetting image (methods A and D) or discrete points (methods B and C). The vignetting images may include noise and artefacts and may not cover the whole imaging area. Conversely, the discrete points are only a sample of small areas in the overall imaging area. Thus, depending on the vignetting measurement method, a degree of postprocessing is often required to obtain a usable vignetting correction image. Since the effect of vignetting is continuous, the following filters or functional approximations can be used to obtain a smooth vignetting correction image from the measured RAW image 2) + (repair): Only empty areas are infilled with fitted values. For +POLY, this also includes high gradient areas. Finally, common filters are applied to +KW 1) +KW,Gauss: image convolution with Gaussian kernel; 2) +KW,median: every image pixel is replaced with the median of the surrounding pixels. Both image filters have a kernel size of 5% relative to the image width. The simplified Kang-Weiss vignetting equation from [17] is
where f focal length [pixels]; x 0 , y 0 image centers [pixels]; α geometric vignetting factor [-] . Fig. 7 illustrates example results of the postprocessing methods applied to vignetting measurements with method D on two similar samples at different measurement setups. The upper part of the RAW vignetting image (a) was not characterized and remains black due to spatial constraints for the setup at the LPVO. Similarly, a vertical stripe remains black in the RAW vignetting image (b) for the setup at the CREST. All postprocessing methods filled the black areas. Both RAW images contain remaining patterns, seen as vertical and horizontal lines. These are caused by misalignment errors after perspective transformation in method D. When postprocessing is applied in a "+" (repair) fashion, these artefacts remain, but when the "=" (replace) fashion is used, they disappear. +POLY also smoothens out these high gradient variations. Gauss and median filtering of +KW additionally blurs or even removes these artefacts. 
IV. COMPARISON OF VIGNETTING AND POSTPROCESSING METHODS
The following algorithm to compare vignetting measurement methods and applicable postprocessing algorithms is similar to the presented method D. In the same way, multiple images of the DUT are taken at different (random) positions within the image plane [see Fig. 8(a) ]. Images are rectified using the same feature-matching algorithm (b). From all rectified images (I k ), an image average (I avg ) is built (c). A relative image difference (D k ) is then calculated for each I i as follows:
Misalignment errors after perspective transformation can cause high magnitudes along high gradient variation, like cell edges and busbars in I k . To remove this influence, a cell average is performed. It results in a lower resolution image (e), which only contains vignetting effects, in case the DUT signal is temporally stable. A root-mean-square error (RMSE) of all cell-averaged image differences finally returns the relative error caused by residual vignetting (R). This approach is used to obtain the inherent setup vignetting error (R raw ) from uncorrected EL images and the residual vignetting error (R i, j ) from all corrected images. Vignetting correction was performed for all measurement methods (i) and all postprocessing methods ( j).
From all RMSE pairs (R raw , R i, j ), the vignetting correction quality (Q i, j ) is then determined as follows:
Image setup parameters for both cases are shown in Table I . 
A. Vignetting Correction
A comparison of different vignetting and postprocessing method combinations is shown in Fig. 9 for the two different setup-module combinations.
Along In order to find the best suitable measurement method, boxplots, based on data shown in Fig. 9 , were generated (see Fig. 10 ). The vignetting correction quality ranges from below −110% to 90%.
It can be seen that methods using a PV device as a light source provided better vignetting correction. The method D(PV) corrected vignetting best. It is followed by methods C(PV), A(PV), and B(PV), which still provide good correction. On the other side, methods using an LCD screen as a light source often even decreased the image quality due to vignetting overcorrection.
A direct comparison of vignetting corrected images using REF(LCD) and D(PV) [see Fig. 11(d) and (e)] underlines the different correction qualities.
The reason for significant source dependence lies in different angular radiation patterns and in different wavelength ranges. Since natural vignetting is mainly caused by off-axis illumination, it is highly angular dependent. Similarly, light of different wavelengths is reflected and refracted differently and again causes different vignetting effects. Both differences, radiation pattern, and wavelength inequality result in 25% lower vignetting intensities along the image edge for A(LCD) in comparison with A(PV) (see Fig. 12 ).
In comparison with the method REF (both LCD and PV), method A (both LCD and PV) produced equal or better results. This shows that taking more images of the same light source at close proximity at different locations and orientation is beneficial. This is due to averaging of inhomogeneous illumination, varying angular distribution, and temporal instability. The correction quality of the method B(LCD) varies strongly and even results in correction qualities below −100% (see Fig. 10 ). Such bad results are caused by the LCD used with method B at the LPVO setup [see Fig. 9(b) ]. Fig. 13 presents the vignetting corrected overlay of 25 images used to measure vignetting via method B. Should the source be homogeneous and the vignetting correction appropriate, these images should show no vignetting, but that is not the case. This is caused by: 1) residual vignetting due to the use of a non-PV light source [see Fig. 13(a) ]; and 2) superposition of temporal instability and inhomogeneous angular emission of the used LCD light source [see Fig. 13(b) ]. This example shows how important the selection of the light source is, and how much it can affect the otherwise sound method B.
B. Postprocessing
The effect of different postprocessing methods on vignetting correction is visible in the correction quality plot along the xaxis in Fig. 9 . The detailed improvement due to postprocessing relative to RAW vignetting images is shown in Fig. 14. The results indicate that +KW,Gauss increased the image quality. However, in most of the cases at the first glance, postprocessing decreased the image quality. In comparison of both functional fits, KW resulted in better vignetting correction that AoV. The effect of postprocessing on the actual image is presented with cross sections through the centers of the images in Fig. 15 . It can be seen that both = AoV and = KW caused a vignetting overcorrection toward the image edges (blue plots, Fig. 15 ). The reason for this is that both AoV and KW fit natural vignetting. However, actual vignetting is also influenced by lens and iris shading. A polynomial fit (POLY) can be useful in such cases, where the measured vignetting does not match natural vignetting. Measurement artefacts can also be reduced using image filters. The use of median-based filters is discouraged, since it can result in image intensity steps in the vignetting image (red plot , Fig. 15) ; however, the use of blur filters (e.g., Gaussian blur-yellow dashed plot, Fig. 15 ) is beneficial.
Quantitative evaluation of the postprocessing quality by the used quality parameter (Q i, j ) only evaluates average intensity deviations and not local inhomogeneities and artefacts in vignetting images. The main purpose of postprocessing is to smooth local inhomogeneities present in RAW vignetting images. Therefore, a small quantitative quality decrease can be acceptable if, in exchange, the postprocessing routine returns a smooth and artefact-free image.
The decision of the most suitable postprocessing method depends on the quality of the RAW image and the shape of the measured vignetting. To select the best method, it is suggested to measure and compare their correction quality (see Fig. 14) .
V. CONCLUSION
Vignetting significantly influences pixel intensity of PV luminescence images. Therefore, vignetting correction is essential. In this paper, we have focused on several measurement and postprocessing methods suitable for vignetting removal in luminescence images.
The most prevalently used vignetting measurement method REF images a "homogeneous" light source in close proximity to the camera lens. It provides unsatisfactory results, especially when nonhomogeneous LCD screens are used as a light source. In general, a light source similar to the actual DUT should be used to characterize vignetting. Even the DUT itself can be used when appropriate methods are used.
The simplest method presented in this paper (method A: direct measurement in short distance with inhomogeneity correction) upgrades the established method REF by acquiring further images of the same source in different orientations to cancel out its inhomogeneity. The resulting vignetting correction quality is close to the best methods when a light source similar to the DUT is used. Therefore, due to simplicity and applicability, method A(PV) is proposed for general vignetting characterization.
Method D (vignetting-object separation using pattern recognition) is technically the most advanced method. It images the actual DUT at random positions in the image plane. Among all tested methods, it produced the best results. It is proposed for precise luminescence characterization.
It is suggested to fill empty areas within the measured vignetting image with a Kang-Weiss functional fit. To smoothen out erroneous pixels, the use of a Gaussian filter is proposed. This work focusses on in-plane vignetting and neglects the specific camera setup. The effect of the image plane angle, distance, camera aperture and exposure time will be covered in future work.
